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The hypothesis i s formulated that quarks may be represented by Cart an

conformal seml-spinors • Some of the properties usual ly assigned t o standard

Dirac spinor quarks may a lso be assigned t o semi-spinor quarks and some of them

resu l t quite simply from the geometry of semi-spinors. A charge matrix i s

obtained which i s fract ional for Cartan eemi-Bpinors (quarks) and integer for

Dirac spinors ( leptons) through an orthogonal ro ta t ion i n the f lavour-colour

plane. The angle of rota t ion depends on the ra t io of flavour and colour

coupling constants . When r e s t r i c t e d t o the ve lepton doublet , the Salam-

Weinberg Lagrangian i s e a s i l y obtained from the postulated hypothes i s .
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hypothesis of the existence of quarks has teen originally introduced

in physics following a criterion of simplicity: they were the simplest

objects predictable by SU(3) symmetry which in turn was the simplest group to

give an account of the then experimentally observed hadron spectroscopy.• This

then suggested to assume the following main properties for quarks:

Property a) - spin — ;

Property bl)- Triplet of SU(3) flavour (now or more) ;

Property b2)- Triplet of. SU(3) colour (hadrons: singlets of SU(3) ) ;

Property c) - Fractional electric charge ;

Property d) - fractional baryon number j

Property e) - Same V-A weak interactions as leptons and baryons.

These quark properties then suggested to assume that space-time

behaviour of quarks be well represented by the following hypothesis.

HYPOTHESIS I (H.I) - Quarks Dirac spinors

Since- the free solutions of the Dirac equation may represent, when

quantized, free fermions, H.I induced physicists to predict the experimental

detection of free quarks in the form of fractionally charged fermions. But they

were not observed and then B.I. was modified to:

HTTPOTHESIS 1^ (H.I ) - Quarks are Dlrae apinors Taut they are confined

Many interesting models of confinement have been invented in recent

times.

We wish here to propose a tentative alternative hypothesis to H.I and

H.I which, while satisfying in part properties a) to e ) , may avoid some of

the difficulties of hypothesis H.I . Precisely the following:

HYPOTHESIS II (H.Il) - Quarks are confonnal Bemi-spinors

We shall show in this preliminary study that this hypothesis is apt to

include in a unique and rather simple picture some of the known properties of

quarks and leptons.
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I I . C0NF0RM4L SPINORS AND SEK-SPIKORS

Properties of spinors and semi-spinors are known since the fundamental
21work of Cartan . We shal l summarize here those necessary for the present

paper. Let E(n) be a spinor f ie ld of a six-dimensional pseudo-euclidean

manifold M1**2 of co-ordinates n and metric tensor

g ^ - (1, - 1 , -1, -1, -1, 1 ) ; a,b = 0,1,2,3,5,6

has eight components and we suppose it obeys the equation

air
where the unit vectors r satisfy

, r15}

(2.1)

(2.2)

sab
(2.3)

and m' is a dimensionless constant.

5 has two types of physically interesting bases: the Cartan basis

where V-.

(2.U)

are two four-component semi-spinors of the f i r s t and second

kind, respectively (irreducible with respect to S0(3,l)> and.the Dirac basis

1*1

with ih, #„ as Dirac spinors. £ is transformed into 5 by unitary

transformations C. As an example we may take

(a.5)

L R

H L

with

L - | ( l + Y 5 ) , 8 - ^ ( 1 - T g ) ; Y 5 = T 3 . ( 2 . 6 )

I n t h e C a r t a n b a s i s r * a r e a n t i d i a g o n a l f o r e v e r y a = 0 , , . . , 6

(2.7)



while in the Dirac basis Fu(u = 0,. . . ,3) are diagonal and r , r antidiagonal.

The conformal semi-spinors '-?-,, *f2 may also be defined through the Cartan

projector

F7 = i r o r i r 2 r 3 r 5 r 6

we have

(2.8)

While both £ and £ obey (2.2) the corresponding equations In
l i

Minkowski space are physically inequivalent (see Ref.3 for the reduction from M
to M3*1) and precisely In the basis 5 (2.2) is equivalent to

.2

(if * m) ^ = 0 ,

In the basis £ (2.2) is equivalent to

where

+ m)

0 ,

(2.9)

(2.10)

\ ' I ; n = 0 . (2.11)

Let us now consider a nmltlplet of Dirac spinora if vith equal masses

m • a. etnd their two-component chiral projections

Let us define the four component spinor:

•£ (2.12)

Theorem

is a Dirac spinor for i - k, while for i ̂  Jt it is a conforms!

semi-epinor.

In fact it is elementary to see that

equations of motion:

it q + m q? = 0

k I
it a. + m q, = 0

and q obey the following

(2.13)

which are identical to (2.10). This means that the spinor

"ik
(2.1

will obey, in a six-dimensional pseudo-euclidean space M ' , the equation

3 1I'.*-) (2.15)

and ?.. is a conformal spinor in the Cartan basis; consequently q. is a

conformal semi-spinor for i 5* k and a Dirac spinor when i * k , as stated.

I I I . PROPERTIES OF QUABKS AS CONFORMAL SEMI-SPINORS

We sha l l now attempt to show tha t quarks conceived as conformal eemi-

apinors may be ascribed propert ies a) to e ) .

Property a) - spin -^: The conformal group considered as a possible covariance

, group for physics contains the Poincare group as a sub-group. Since four-

component conformal semi-spinors of the I and I I kind are a basis for i r reducible

spinor representat ions of the proper Poincare transformations I S0(3.l) ( tu t

not of I 0(3,1)) they may represent spin ^ quanta and property a) i s s a t i s f i e d .

Eqs.(2.13) may be wr i t t en in a six-dimensional pseudo-euclidean space

M > 2 through the Inverse transformations (2.11) (a s tereographicproject ion) .

The matrices r are defined In ' t e ras of y , 1 , I . Once covariance of

Eq.(2.15) l a postulated with respect t o 0(*t,2) transformations In M * , the

transformations of the eight component f ie lds fjr. In ( 2 . l i ) are defined and
i k * '

^k' ' i h a T e ' t h e properties of conformal semj-spinors.
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Property bl),b2) - Internal symmetry: In order to discuss properties tsl) and

b2) it is appropriate to consider spinors in an eight-dimensional pseudo-

euclidean space V . In a previous paper it was shown that a 16-component

spinor field 0 in V (unit vectors G^^^G^G^G^GjO^) has four physically

significant "basis connected by unitary transformations and precisely one of the

Dirac type:

(3.1)

in which i(i are Dirac spinors and three physically independent ones 6 9 6 >

which we shall call of the Cartan type obtained acting on 0 with unitary

transformations CQQ ,

C +
u are defined by *)

, respectively, where the unitary transformations

= L X © 1 © R (3.2)

Expressing the Dirac spinors and the conformal semi-spinors by the

symbols q£ defined in (2.12), the four independent V spinors 6^ 9° 9° 9

may he set together to form the matrix

&?
I1,

1) 11

(3.3)

It is seen that the unitary transformations C transform only the right-

handed projections of the Dirac spinors ^ . The/ then represent a particular

case of the known Weinberg theorem by which the ssass matrix in (2.13) may he

brought to diagonal form by transforming only the right-jranded components of

the spinor. The usual attitude is to consider the spinors in (£.13) as non-

physical. Here we try instead to give them the physical meaning of interacting

fields.

-6-

and we see that the table contains all the possible semi-spinors q, which may

he constructed with the (degenerate) quadruplet of Dirac spinors 0 . Each

6n 9,, 0_ contains four conformal semi-spinors grouped in pairs to build up
3 D c 8

two conformal spinors. Both 0 and 0 obey in V the equation:

(GA3
A + m1) 9 = 0 • (3.4)

But they obey different systems of Poincare covariant equations in Minkowski

space M , precisely ij> in 9 obey uncoupled equations, while q in 0̂

coupled ones. C could then be considered as the elements of an algebra

of unitary transformations of covariance for (3-'*) and compatible with Poincare'

covariance in Minkowski space.

In Ref. k i t was shown that the 16-element group of

reflections with respect to planes orthogonal to the vectors G_G,-G.TGa

generates a U(U) algebra (commuting with Poineare" algebra) in V spinor

space. This algebra may be a candidate for a flavour symmetry algebra (if

extended orthogonal symmetry is postulated In V ) . Since 0* 0^ B\ 0

are connected by unitary transformations, this algebra u i l l be operating both

in the Dirac and in the Cartan basis and we then have that the quadruplets of

conformal semi-spinors of 0° Q% 9^ are the basis for an SU(U) internal

symmetry algebra and then property bl) is satisfied.

If we consider the right-handed part of (3.2) we see that i t builds

up an U(U) algebra. This algebra Is orthogonal to the V[h) flavour algebra

mentioned earlier. The SU(3) subalgebra of unitary transformations connecting

•° 8~ could then represent colour symmetry algebra, if we interpret the

q. (i ?* k) as coloured u, d, s, c quarks with the colour quantum number

represented by the column index in (3.2),and property b?) could also be

satisfied.

6.

12

Property c) - Charge: If we admit that quarks are represented by semi-spinors

q. , we see from (3.3) that the upper indices q. label flavour, while the

lower transforms with colour but are not colour indices which are represented

by the column indices. It is convenient then to introduce another matrix

-7-



and ve have

)\

i\

&:

% 1

(3-5)

We have introduced Latin Indices for flavour and Greek for colour;
the latter being represented by a but not by a" ,vhich is connected to a
through (3.5).

Conformal semi-spinor current densities have well-defined Poincar^
tensor properties but parity is not defined. From the known properties of
chiral projectors and from (2.12) we obtain the important equations

- a. , / * •

(3.6)

where, in the iafct equality, the index x takes any value from 1 to It, while

o is the colour quantum number ranging from 1 to li.

He then have that if quarks are semi-spinors and if a is interpreted

as colour, then flavour and colour quantum numbers split into current

densities, the first being connected to V-A, the second to V+A vector currents.

This result,while restoring left-right symmetry, implies also parity

violation in elementary colour interactions. In our opinion, this result is

not simply disproved by parity conservation in strong interactions.

- 6 -

In fact, if hadrons are Polneare' irreducible composite systems of
quarks, hadron interactions could veil be,at large,space reflection invariant
in spite of parity violation in the elementary flavour and colour interactions.
Strictly speaking, strong interactions would of course violate parity
{presumably V+A) but after the success of the Salam-Weiriberg model one can
assert that also QSD, strictly speaking, violates parity.

In hypothesis I I , if we have an Slid) flavour and an SU(lt) colour
symmetry, an Interaction (vector) Lagrangian density with this symmetry will
have, because of (3.6), the possible form *)

if ~

(3.7)

The 15 matrices X^ >k are the Gell-Mann matrices of SU(lt). Since we wish

to determine the charge matrix ve need only consider the diagonal matrices
8A8; A15

We shall call the corresponding part of (3.7):

(3.6a)

where J1 , k' take the values 3, 8, 15-

If we start from a covariant Lagrangian field theory in v then also scalar
and pgeudoscalar interaction terms could be generated (ef. Eef.5))s they
would be important for dynamical consideration we shall not deal with here.
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In general ve may perform an orthogonal rotation in tri-dimensional

space 3, 8, 15 without altering (3.6a):

, t

and we obtain

(3.8b)

—t

(3.9)

vhere a ; B™. are the
m
C

cosinus of the orthogonal transformation angles, F
1' kT
^ C .m

and C^ are the corresponding orthogonal transformations of
we wish that one of the colour matrices

i
the physical SU(3) colour subgroup we shall choose (S, = 6a = 0; $

^ j o

Since

Q be reducible with respect to
c , i i

1.

We shall choose Qf in order to contain the well-known SU(3) charge matrix
1 1 ' 1 ' 1

and we choose a = - — , Og = - — ; a, r » ^^ and obtain76"

_ _ * I i -J j i_ (3.10)

2 ^ will then depend on two arbitrary angles. We then have

vhere

+ terms in F^ , FJ; C , C
V U U V

(3-11)

(3.12)

The terms in F , F j C , C are easy to write down (they contain two

arbitrary angles) but we do not care to do so since we are only interested here

in obtaining the electromagnetic Lagrangian density.

Let us now perform a rotation in the flavour-colour plane:

C cosS - F sine

C 3in9 + F cose (3.13)

-10-

and let us impose

We obtain

P 3 2 T
+ terms in F% F ; C , CJ (3.15)

where

(3.16)

(3.IT)

The charge matrix is

0

-1
(3.18)

A similar result was obtained in a previous paper , where q
as direct sums of Weyl fields. At that time their semi-fipinor properties
were not yet recognized by us.

were defined



and property c) Is satisfied. It Is seen that the quadruplet q q̂  q_ q̂
night be identified vith leptons \> , e, is, \> , respectively. In this approach
the electric charge and the electromagnetic potential results from a rotation
in the flavour-colo ir plane- The angle of rotation then depends on the gf

and g coupling constants and precisely

0

(3.19)

Furthermore,

e - 8
3c V

(3.20)

For

we have

(3.21)

Property d) - Fractional baryon number: This is a direct consequence of H.IIj

since one needs not less than three quarks, qfc © q, ® q^ , to build up

a fermion irreducible with respect to 10(3,1) representing possibly a baryon.*'

Simple quarks obey coupled equations like (2.9) and (2.13) and in

first quantization one would naively say that they cannot be observed free

(unless they are massless). In second quantization the state Induced by the

Trlality alao seems to result from H.II. In fact from (3.2) we see
T O O

that q- © 1,. ® qr is a colour s ingle t ; but in order to exclude the diquark
1 ,?>. 2 1 1 3

a , ® qv and to include q. q_ q_ one would need an ad hoc hypothesis or

rather a nev discrete conforms,! conjugation. This wi l l be discussed

elsewhere.

-12-

i k
action on the vacuum of the quark q. is such that also the quark q. may be
observed since

\ (3.22}

This 'By itself does not solve the problem of confinement,which could only be

solved through the study of the asymptotic states foreseen in the full

Lagrangian formalism. But It helps in considering quarks from a new point of

view. In fact it could be that single quarks defined by

or by

• V

i(i - v

appear only in the fundamental Interactions in the same vay as the two component

spinors

represent veakly interacting lepons, while when they freely propagate all

four components of ty appear In the equations of motion.

Property e) -Weak interactions:' They will result from the non-diagonal part

of y* given in (3.7) and the equality of weak Interactions for quarks,

leptons and hadrons will result from the general property (3.6) which is a

consequence of H.II.

H.II by itself Implies that spinors appear always in doublets in

weak Interactions which seems In fact to characterize the phenomenology of

these interactions.

IV. FUBTHER CONSEQUENCES OF H.II

Should H.II be an admissible working hypothesis ( at least partially

•true), ' one should now formulate Lagrangian models compatible with it and

draw dynamical consequences to be compared with experimental data. Some

features of these models will certainly be the same as those derived from

H.Il^ but some not.

-13-



In order to establish the validity of H.II and suggest its possible

experimental verification,this analysis will be crucial.

Here we only wish to see how the electromagnetic interaction Lagrangian

density obtained in the previous section looks like when we restrict our

attention to the electron -neutrino leptons and if it might throw some light

on the mysterious hut experimentally well-verified Salao-Weinberg model

Let us go tack to (3.6a)and let us take the terms containing Q f and

Q™ given by (3.3b)

Let us now split the sums in the following way:

L I - (L L
a 1 * *

{k.2)

I t is clear that if we identify 0 with \» , e, u v , the first term

on the right-hand side refers to v , e, the second to v, v and the third

to quarks. We may then split

(U.3)

Let us consider the first term only *' and we get, substituting (3-lQ)
* 15 i

for Q and X for Q

It is clear that for the validity of the derivation one must take the

(v,e) and the (yv) term together. For economy of space we write down only

the (v,e).

-lit-

r it?;

,n

where i t was taken into account that
2

a = 1

Putting

F = A3 , C = B
U U U V

L =

we obtain

£

+ terms in / FJJ C2 C3

+ terms in

The f i r s t two terms build up the Weinberg Lagrangian exactly.

I t i s interesting to see how the singlet

4 Ly11! + eLf^ep is obtained from the colour interaction term and from the

fact that leptons correspond to a = U. Also g and g1 acquire a definite

meaning in terms of flavour and colour coupling constants; the Salam-Weinberg

rotation which brings (k.6) to the electromagnetic +. neutral current

Lagrangisn density is the game (3.11) in the flavour-colour plane which we

used to arrive at the electromagnetic Lagrangian (3.15) with the charge matrix
(3.18). sin 0.25 is obtained for g f

-15-



Up to now ve have left out the contribution of terms F2 , F3; C , C3,
A priori one W>uld think that they give rise to more neutral currents in the
frame of the Salam-Weinberg model, but It i s not so,in fact le t us write down
the contribution of F^.F^C^.C3 in (h.k); we have

He have

t, - ir f 4- i^t*tj A V

where T is an arbitrary angle. Considering that for a = 1,2, A - T,»
X6-^- 1 X « - - i 1 vehav, 3

-. -L. <- * u , ^ .

(lt.8)

Substituting in (it.T) we finally have

-16-

where

3T = F COST - alnt

_2 ?
r aint + P COSTu u

We then see that the new terms again have the structure of the Salam-Welnberg

Lagrangian (for any T) . We must then sum then to the first terms in (k.h) and

we obtain

with

For g = g f we have that the Salam-Weinberg angle of rotation becomes

ain2e = Y .

Cjt i s known that this value can only be reduced by renornallzation •)

The formal part of the Salam-Weinberg model for leptona in i ts
SU(2) ® U(l) structure in then a consequence of H.II. Formulating a. Lagrangian
theory of the model one should obtain scalar interactions; they could obviously
have a role in the dynamical part of the model.

These results, together with the geometrical simplicity,induce us to

think that H.II may contain some elements at least of truth and should be

investigated further.

The author vishes to express his gratitude to Professors A.O. Bftrut,
P. Furlan, K, R^czka and I.T. Todorov for helpful discussions.
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